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Video Project 1, Part 2-4:  Text Overs/Generated Media 
 

Sony Vegas, like all other professional video editing software, can  
created certain types of video media – we will use 3 pieces of text 
media in our project. 
 

Remember, Sony Vegas Platinum Movie Studio launches with  
3 video & 3 audio tracks.  They are already assigned names,  
BUT HOW YOU USE THEM DOES NOT MATTER as long as you put audio  
media on the audio tracks and video media on the video tracks.  This project was  
designed to ignore the preset track titles, as using them that way makes it a little more complete to 
add other media and to “stack” the tracks in the correct sequence.  It  
is easier to build projects up one layer at a time and minimize  
inserting/moving tracks. 
 

1.  Click at the very beginning of your “A-roll” video track,  
pull-down the INSERT menu, and select TEXT MEDIA.  A  
dialog box, shown left, pops up and defaults to the EDIT tab.  

2.  The first text-over is at the very beginning over the Ol’ McDonald’s  
board.  Enter the text:  Sing Along! 

3.  Then click on the PROPERTIES tab.   

 The R value should be 255;  
G=216 B=0, and A=255.   

 For Tracking, use 1.24.   

 For Scaling & Leading, 1.00 
4.  Click on the EFFECTS tab.  We need  

to add a dark outline with a shadow so  
that our text stands-out against the  
intro board. 

 At the far right are the color settings 
for the outline:  R=62, G=105, B=0 and A=255. 

 Use an OUTLINE FEATHER setting of 0.100 and a width  
setting of 0.400 

 Tick DRAW SHADOW and use color settings of R=63, G=75 
B=0, and A=255 

 Set SHADOW OUTLINE FEATHER to .245.  Both X and Y  
Offset should be set at 0.030 

5.  Now click on the PLACEMENT tab, mouse over your text, and  
move it so that it sits centered at the bottom of the “SAFE  
VIEWING AREA” of the screen as shown right. 

 

NOTE:  While we could insert new text generated media above  
the first farm picture (a field) & and the second farm picture  
(man on the Tractor – setting the colors to exactly match is  
easiest by copying& pasting our first text-over. 

 

6.  Preview your text-over by watching the first 11 seconds of the video. 
Adjust colors, outline, and outline shadow as needed so that you can read “Sing Along” over the 
intro board. 

7.  When you are happy with the text settings, copy & paste the text media over the 1st  Far, 
picture (field).  We will have to adjust the properties of the text to resize & move the placement 
of each, but we will not have to set the colors of the text and the effects. 

Part 2-4 

Text properties 

Text Outline Color 
Other Setting on right 
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8.  When you copy generated media like text,  
you see the prompt on the right – be sure 
you have ticked the radio button for 
“Create a new copy…” 

9.  Edit the text over the first farm picture should  
say:  Old McDonald’s Farm.  Use the  
TRACKING and SCALING sliders to make 
the text SMALLER and adjust the  
placement as needed. 

9.  Copy & Paste this text-over above the 3rd farm picture – the barn door.  You may use 
either CREATE A NEW COPY or CREATE A REFERENCE as this text should fit over that image 
the same as over the field.  The difference is “Create a reference…” automatically adjusts itself to 
match the “reference” you copied when you make adjustments there. 

10. Once you have your text media in-place, add an 18 frame fade-out after your first 
text-over.  We will not use a transition to bring that first text-over in – it will be visisble when 
the video starts. 

 11. Add the custom fly-out” transitions (4 rotations in/out) you created and saved in part 2-3 so 
that the text tumbles out approximately 1 second before the transition to the cow.  

12. Add 18 frame fade-ins and fade-outs to the other 2 text-overs.  
13. Add your custom fly-in and fly-outs to each – your text should tumble-in with 4 rotations 

and then tumble-out with 4 rotations. 
14.  Preview your work: 
 

 Can you read your text over each picture? 

 Does it fit neatly in the scene?  

 Should you adjust the scaling (overall size of the text) or the  
tracking (space between letters)? 

 Does the placement look uncluttered? 

 Does the text color stand out? 

 Is the outline dark and wide enough to make the text “pop” 
off the scene? 

 Is the outline shadow darker than the outline? 

 Is the outline shadow wide enough to make your text easy-to-read? 
 

15.  If you answered “YES” to all the above questions, then you are ready to proceed and we are almost 
done with this project! 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

If you have kept yourself on-task and have 

carefully looked at the details of this project, 

asking for help as you need it, you have 

really accomplished something!  You are 

on-your-way to mastering Vegas! 

Details matter.  Professional 

software is designed to do 

whatever you can imagine, 

but you have to pay attention 

to the details to do it! 
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